Winckelmann has been called the father of modern history of art. In his History of Ancient Art, in his writings on the excavations at Herculaneum, and in the catalogue of engraved gems in the collection of Baron Stosch, he ranged from philosophical analysis to particularized description and identification, setting a model for future scholars. The translation of Winckelmann's books into French spread his work throughout Europe and England, and it was commented on by such writers as Madame de Stael and Horace Walpole. He had a strong influence on literary men even during his lifetime; Goethe as a young man caught the enthusiasm in his writing and was the greatest genius to follow his lead.
versity of Halle, where he took a degree in theology, a year at the University of Jena studying medicine and higher mathematics, a period of tutoring in Osterburg in the Altmark, where he taught himself French and modern history from the only available books, which happened to be in French. He went through a great deal of drudgery and near starvation to maintain himself during this period. There followed five miserable years as head of the town school of Seehausen, near his birthplace. As he was only good at teaching subjects which he himself enjoyed-Latin and Greek-and these were not considered essential for such a school, Winckelmann had a hard time and was passed over when better appointments were made in other schools.
Finally, at thirty-one, he thought he had a chance to pursue his classical studies in the great library of the Count von Biinau, who lived near Dresden. He secured the post of librarian to the count only to find that he was expected to do the research and writing of a monumental history of the German people. Four thick volumes had already been finished without reaching the year one thousand! But the next six years spent at this grubbing were not lost, for they brought him the acquaintance Once settled in Rome near the Villa Medici, Winckelmann formed a close friendship with Anton Raphael Mengs, another German from the court of Saxony. Mengs showed him the wonders of Rome, and they discussed theories of art far into the night. It was probably at this time that Mengs painted for himself the portrait of his friend here illustrated. Mengs's wife, who had the beauty of a Raphael Madonna, remained his friend throughout his life, though the two men passed through a period of estrangement. In general, however, Winckelmann's inclination and his scholastic mode of life held little place for women. Goethe wrote of him "We often find WVinckelmann in the company of beautiful young men, and he never seems more animated and charming than in these often fleeting moments."
Winckelmann's adoption of Rome as his spiritual and actual home was made complete in 1756 by the Seven Years' War in Germany, which cut off his small pension from Dresden. Cardinal Archinto and Cardinal Albani welcomed his brilliant wit and scholarship. They facilitated his observation and publication of the excavations at Herculaneum and Naples. Under their protection he finished in 1763 The History of Ancient Art, the work on which his reputation rests. In it he laid down principles for the scientific study of a nation's art. He considered the climatic, geographic, and political aspects which went into the development of that art as well as the art objects themselves, a method which has been followed ever since. During the arrangements for the purchase of the portrait the Museum was given a good story. It appears that even Hitler had heard of Winckelmann the great German scholar and, wanting to add the portrait to his collection, sent an eniissary to Prince Lubomirski in Poland. The prince said, "Of course Hitler should have the picture but unfortunately it is not here. He can, however, go and get it." "Well, where is the picture?" "In London."
